Credit Ratings Note
Thursday 30 April 2020
Standard & Poor's downgrades South Africa to BB- from BB (foreign currency rating) with a stable outlook, and
drops SA to BB from BB+ on its local currency rating (stable outlook), as SA falls further down the rating ladder

§

The rand has strengthened to R18.02/USD, R19.61/EUR and R22.48/GBP today on continued improving global financial market risk sentiment
as markets factor in the positive impact of easing lockdowns around the world. Clearerexpectations that the global economy will turn have
bolstered risk taking on rising global liquidity and value and yield seeking.

§

The onslaught of improved risk sentiment largely overrode the impact of last night’s S&P’s downgrade on the rand. Further credit rating
downgrades for SA are still possible, given also ongoing political obstructions to necessary structural reforms (particularly a massive reduction in
regulations and red tape) to prioritise sustained, rapid economic growth rates.

§

Specifically, yesterday evening Standard & Poor’s lowered South Africa’s credit ratings once again, with the foreign currency rating on the
sovereign’s long-term debt falling to BB- from BB, with a stable outlook, and the local currency rating on SA’s long-term debt fell to BB, from BB+,
also with a stable outlook.

§

S&P highlighted that “South Africa's already contracting economy will face a further sharp COVID-19-related downturn in 2020” as “the broader
economic fallout will be very difficult to handle, and South Africa entered the crisis from a weak fiscal and economic position.” ”The appreciably
weaker macroeconomic environment will also weigh heavily on … fiscal revenues”.

§

S&P adds, “(i)n the second half of 2019, the economy shrank, due partly to a set of severe rolling power blackouts. The COVID-19 health crisis
will create additional and even more substantial headwinds to GDP growth, owing to a strict five-week domestic lockdown, the markedly weaker
external demand outlook, and tighter credit conditions.”

§

“As a result, we now project the economy to shrink by 4.5% this year compared with our November 2019 estimate of growth of 1.6%.” ” A proactive
policy response, including South Africa's decision to go into a strict lockdown relatively early, has so far limited the health impact of COVID-19.
Early gains in tackling the virus will be built upon”.

§

Early this morning the rand did weaken briefly to R18.23/USD, R19.81/EUR and R22.70/GBP in response to S&P’s downgrade as the country’s
ratings fall closer to C grade. South Africa’s R800bn Covid-19 relief is expected to place great strain on government’s finances, while tax revenues
underperform substantially due to the lockdown.

§

Concerns over SA’s fiscal deficit and debt levels have been rising in general, with a Bloomberg’s consensus now showing forecasts of a fiscal
deficit in excess of -10% of GDP for 2020, and close to -10% of GDP in 2021. In 2022 a deficit of -8.5% of GDP is expected, as the impact of
Covid-19 on government finances is expected to prove long lasting.

§

The borrowing requirement will rise substantially, and S&P sees “net debt levels rising to over 75% of GDP by the end of 2020” and “to 84.7% by
2023, raising questions around debt sustainability”. Credit rating agencies common primary function is to assess entities ability to repay debt,
and SA’s ability has deteriorated materially.

§

Moody’s and Fitch both plan to downgrade SA again (they have SA on negative outlooks). Additional rating downgrades will make SA’s growth
objectives more difficult to achieve and weaken the socio-economic aims of the country. The necessary Covid-19 expenditure would have been
easily affordable without the fiscal deterioration of the past decade.

§

S&P adds “(a)nother legacy of the COVID-19 shock will likely be a far higher annual interest bill. By 2023, we project that interest expenditures
consume an even larger share of public resources, increasing to 6.5% of GDP (22% of total government revenues) versus 4.1% of GDP (14%
of total revenues) last year.”

§

Again however, the interest repayments on SA’s increased debt due to higher expenditure in the face of Covid-19 would have been easily
affordable if government finances had not collapsed into sub-investment grade over the past decade (and are still falling), due to excessive
expenditure on the back of state capture, corruption, wastage and inefficiencies.

§

Furthermore, economic growth would have been substantially faster, and the economy substantially larger – again without the impact of state
capture and corruption - and key SOEs and some state institutions in better shape instead of adding to the contingent liabilities of government
and so adding to the downwards pressure on the country’s credit ratings.

§

SA is falling down the credit rating ladder, and is approaching the C grade categories – as it falls through the double BB rankings and into the
single B rankings - the C grade ratings follow (first triple C with its attendant plus and minus, then double C, then single C), and after declining
through all of the C grade comes D grade from S&P, or essentially default.

§

Typically in the low C grades IMF rescue occurs, if not D, where countries come under an IMF adjustment programme, expenditure is curtailed
heavily and countries lose ‘sovereignty’ of their government finances as they comply with IMF directives, instead of choosing to spend their
monies as they please.

§

South Africa is unlikely to regain its investment grade rating for a very long time. Fast, sustained economic growth in excess of 3% pa, and
closer to 5%+ (political opposition to National Treasury’s structural reforms would have to be eradicated to achieve this) would bring SA closer
to stabilising its ratings trajectory, and eventually to receiving credit rating upgrades.

§

S&P also says “(w)e could raise the ratings if the government's reform efforts were to credibly arrest the rise in the government debt-to-GDP
ratio. An upgrade could also occur if there is a substantial improvement in job creation and productivity gains, leading to higher real per capita
GDP growth.”

§

SA is unlikely to see stable outlooks from Moody’s or Fitch this year. The economic activity lost, both due to state capture and now Covid-19
economic restrictions in lockdown (even with a phased reopening approach see below), will never be recouped. And there is yet to be a
cessation of political opposition to the full gamut of structural reforms direly needed.
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